CAUTION: Electric shock risk. Turn off electrical power at breaker before beginning installation. RBW recommends this product be installed by a qualified electrician only.
Before Installing

To ensure weatherproof seal, apply weatherproof silicone sealant around the edge of the wall mount and/or junction box. This is especially important with an uneven wall surface.

Crisp must be threaded with enough pressure to seal against the elements. To ensure tight seal, preassemble fixture and mark the top of the aluminum wall mount.
For dimmer, we recommend the Lutron CL series: Single pole/3-way (Gloss, boxed packaging), 120 V / 600 W Inc/hal, DVCL-153P

**Installation**

1. Connect line voltage power to individual leads and attach wall mount (a) to junction box.
2. Press rubber gasket (b) into place.
3. Thread glass shade clockwise into junction mount until fixture is secure.
4. Drive nylon set screw (c) into junction mount to secure fixture into place.